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ABSTRACT

Meat and Moisture budgets have been estimated for the period

13-18 August 19T7 over Bay of Bengal using data collated from USSR ship* during

MOHSOOH 77 experiment. The divergence, relative vortlttity and vertical

p-velocity fields art derived. The apparent heat sourca and moistufff link ere

obtained for the period. The vertical-tine sections of the derived fields are

presented and the distributions are compared for undisturbed conditions during

the period of stud/. The result! show strong convective notions during the

disturbed period indicating tbt Importance of convection In the monsoon

depressions.
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Introduction

Many observational studies lead to an inoreaeed understanding of the

tropical atmosphere during the laat decade. Many theories have been

proposed for describing the physical mechanisms associated with

tropical weather systems. A lot of attention has been foouased

on the study of these tropioal systems and the tropical atmospheric

circulation as the main heat source driving the general circulation

l ies in the tropics. Since much of the tropical region i s covered

by ocean surface, fewer observational networks are available compared

to higher latitudes. Asian summer monsoon forms an important part

of the tropioal circulation due to the typical reversal of winds

with seasons and also due to the importance of monsoon rains over

the Indian subcontinent< A few special observation experiments

have been conducted In order to make feasible studies to understand

the mechanisms of monsMh circulation. ISMEC-73 and M0SS0O&-77

are two observational experiments oonduoted through India-USSR

^elaboration to collect observation! in Arabian sea, Bay of Bengal

and north Indian GOean, later JOKEX-79 has been oonduetad as a

part Of Global Ataolpherio Research Progranwe(OARP) In which several

nation* participated on a wide soale to collect observations.

In order to study convection mechanisaa, diagnostic studies have

become important along with the development of cumulus parameterisation

theories. Tanal et al (1973) proposed a diagnoetio method for

deriving the heat and moisture budgets and a few budget studies

have been carried out for pacific region(Hinomiye 74, Kitta 77).
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In this Btudy the heat and moisture budgets are derived for a brief

period during August 1977 for the Bay of Bengal region with an aim

to understand the importance of oonveotiva motions in monsoon

atmosphere, especially associated with disturbed conditions.

Description of the Data set

Upper air observations oolleoted by four USSR ship* as a polygon

during 1977 over Bay of Bengal i s used for the study. The location

of the four ships i s given in f ig 1. Data of meteorological

parameters i.e.,O«opotential, Temperature, Relative humidity,

wind direction and speed are available *t the surface and standard

pressure levels of 1000,900,850,800,700,600,500,400,350,300,250,

300,150 and lOOnb. Ttie data are available at four synoptic hours

00,06,12,18 hri MT for the period 13-18 August 1977. Missing

observations, which are less than l£ are interpolated. During

thî s period, the first few day* are undisturbed while at the later

end of the period a monsoon depression formed to the south of the

polygon and started moving nearer the observational area. However

the vhipa broke the polygon and moved away as the depression

was approaching, though the depression has not been located just

over the observational area, the ships recorded the disturbance

and in this study the computations are being done with a view

to understand the state of the troposphere assooiated with a

disturbed condition. The period of 14-16 August 1977 may be

taken as assooiated with the undisturbed condition while
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17th and 18th August 1977 are taken as days vhen disturbed conditions

prevailed.

Method of analysis

The horiiontal divergence V,V , relative vortioity £

vertical p-vslocity CO , large-scale apparent heat source Qt

and large-aoale moisture sink 6fa_ averaged for the polygon area

are computed using the following equations
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where overbars denote area averages; A the area of the polygon

th- horiiontal spaoe integration; V the horiiontal



wind veotorj Q the potential temperature; "V *«• nixing

ratio of water vapour; Vj la the surface wind) cO$ the vertical

p-v»looity; at the surface) j i the surface pressure) (^ •lOOOnb)

Co the apaoifio heat of air at oonatant pressure > fc- ^ /q , |

L, the latent of condanaation.

Tfee original profiles of OU from aquation(3) are corrected to

satisfy GJL" CO -.O by assuming a linear correction of V,\J
1**P IPO

increasing with height, The oorrected CO are uaed for computing the

vertioal adveotion terns in «quation(4) and (5) and no correction i s

applied for horiaontal advectlon of heat and moisture.

Remits

1b* divergence, vorticity and vertioal p-velooity fieIda are

obtained along with the heat aouroe <J>( and moisture sink Q^_ tar

the observational period 13-18 August 1977 and are presented In

th* following

Divergence field* T*e time-vertical section of the divergence

field i s presented in figure 2. At the beginning of the period

alight divergence at the lower levels and weak convergence at

higher levels la observed. At the end of the period convergence

i s clearly noted at lower levels while strong divergence i s

observed at higher levela. The vertical extent of the convergence

la observed upto about 400mb level . ft»e dlvergenoe field does

not show sharp feature" fin the field i s adjusted to make the

total divergence in the vertioal oolumn as eero.
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Reletive vorticity 1 Figure 3 ahowa the vertical-time section of

the relative vorticity f ie ld . At lower levels cyclonic vorticity

la noted at the beginning of the period which ia associated with a

synoptic system moved away from the area just before the formation

of the polygon. Th« cyclonic vorticity disappeared during the

middle period while the vorticity suddenly started increasing

during the last two days with the maximum at the last observation

t ine . Associated anticyolonio vortioity i s clearly observed at

higher levels . The Intensity of the system can be understood from

the large vertioal extent of cyclonic vorticity covering almost

the entire troposphere. Rie vorticity field shows clear variation

between the undisturbed and the disturbed periods unlike the

divergence field as the winds are not adjusted with the adjusted

divergence.

Vertical velocity t Figure 4 shows the vertical-time section of

the vertical p-velooity f ie ld . Aa mentioned earlier the vertical

velocity i s constrained to be aero at the top i . e . , lOOnb level.

So siffiificant vertical notions are noted during the undisturbed

period while clear vertical motions are noted throughout the

troposphere during the disturbed period. Itl* sjazimuM vertical

motions are noted in the middle troposphere which ahowa deep

cortoeotion associated with the disturbance.

Apparent heat source and moisture sink; t The vertioal-tlas sections

of the apparent heat source and moisture sink are shown in figures

5 and 6 respectively. As clearly seen, the heat source (^ and

moisture sink ( ^ have suddenly increased during the disturbed
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period. Both Q. and Q^are found to have the maxima in the middle

troposphere which indicate the presence of strong conveotive notions

Associated with the disturbance. A more detailed analysis may

Indicate the nature of conveotion.

Discussion : In this study sons preliminary computations of

divergenoe, relative vortioity, vertical velocity, heat eouro* and

moisture sink are mode with a view to understand the nature of the

disturbance and the associated convective notion*. A small area

of 10»(100km)2 over Bay of Bengal Is studied by Mans of heat Hid

moisture budgets for * brief p-eriod in August 1977. the period

i s classified as undisturbed and disturbed from the aynoptlo

information. It is noted that during the disturbed condition

convergence i s observed in the lower and Middle tropospheres

with divergence in the upper troposphere, the relative vortioity

i s shown to be cyclonic throughout the troposphere with the

maxima in the middle troposphere. Hie vertical velocity field has

thowi strong vertical motions during the disturbed field with

the maximum In the middle troposphere. The heat source and

moisture sink also indicated strong heating in the middle

troposphere and associated moisture sink. All these results

indicate strong oonveetive notions in the middle troposphere

associated with the aoneoon depression. However a more detailed

analysis is required to clearly obtain the properties of updrafta

and downdrafts and the oloud clusters in monsoon depressions.

The computations have been done on the Could 32 computer available at

the International Centre for Theoretical Physics, Trieste. The author would

like to thank Professor Abdus Salam, the International Atomic Energy Agency

and UNESCO for hospitality at the International Centre for Theoretical Physics,

Trieste.
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